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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir 

The holiday coming to an end , Rhodes students began returning to 
what is known as one of the best Universities in Southern Africa. 
Unfortunately admin seems to have missed that fact. Returning to 
Varsity had become a nightmare of red tape and bureaucracy. 

The first step in the process was administrative registration. Sit in a 
queue for half an hour (if you're very lucky) for a printout to prove 
that your MIP has been paid . Then move on to the next queue so 
that one person can witness 4500 students at Rhodes sign that they 
accept the University's rules. The next step: sit (this time they pro
vide chairs at least) in another queue while one digital camera is used 
to take every student card picture. Finally, new student card in hand -
because they take 48 hours to dry - you may try and get into res. If 
you are in digs you're lucky enough to avoid the next part of the 
chaos. 

At res, you are either informed that you have a room (lucky you), 
or you're told to go back to the Student Bureau and find out why the 
MIP, which you dutifully paid , did not secure you a place in res. If you 
are one of the lucky ones, talk your way around them and be allocat
ed a room. If not, you are likely to end up being given a bed in a 
common room: that's right, share a room with up to ten other peo
ple without the advantage of a desk or a place to put your clothes. 
As a student who must start working in three days time you may be 
quite disgruntled with this situation. The University, however, is 
pleased to announce the first year intake numbers are rising so, 
apparently, you should be pleased (from the common room bed 
which has replaced your single room) to be part of a growing institu
tion. 

If you survive this interesting piece of disorganisation, you may 
then proceed to the next step. Academic registration. The word on 
the street is that some people only had to sit in queues for one and a 
half hours. Don't count on this. If you happen to be a humanities stu
dent, for example, you could stand in a queue for up to three hours, 
to get a printout which lists the same subjects your "MIP paid" print
out did at administrative registration. If you decide to change your 
subjects, it's an even longer wait to see the Dean. 

When this is over, you will feel a sehse of relief that the trauma is 
done with, only to discover that you have yet to register with your 
departments. 

There must be a more efficient way to do th is. If Rhodes is to 
remain one of the best universitit~ 1n the country perhaps Admin 
should consider reviewing the system which has about 40 staff mem
bers registering almost all the students, both administratively and aca
demically, in the space of three days. Or, at the very least, try provid
ing chairs for those queuing and a place for the students to live. 

Returned student (eventually!!!) 

Contact details 
Tel: +27 (46) 622 7171 

• • 

Fax: +27 (46) 622 4162 (marlf att: Activate) 

Snail mail: 
c/o Students Representative Council 
P.O.Box 94 
Rhodes University 
6140 
Republic of South Africa 

Section Editors E-mail: 
editor@activate.soc. ru. ac.za 
pm@actiVate.SOC.rU.ac.za (Prod. manage!) 

news@activate.soc.ru.ac.za . 
features @activate. soc. ru. ac.za 
culture@activate.soc. ru. ac.za 
sport_@activate.soc. ru. ac.za 
sasnews@activate.soc.ru.ac.za 
photo@activate.soc. ru. ac.za 
societies @activate.soc. ru. ac.za 
lnteractivate@activate.soc. ru. ac.za 
advertising@activate.soc.ru.ac.za 
pr@actiVate.SOC. rU. ac.za (PubliC realtions) 

collective@activate.soc. ru. ac.za 
(goes to all of the above) 
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G'town 
pollee keen 
on absolute 
Rhodent
Bashing 
By Jana Barnard and Esau 
Mathope 

For two weekends in succession, 
Grahamston police have arrested a 
remarkable number of Rhodes stu
dents as part of so called "Operation 
Rodent", which happened on the last 
weekend of 0-week, as well as 
"Operation Vuka 4", which took place 
in the early hours of Saturday, 26 
February. This is reminiscent of what 
occurred early in 1999 when stu
dents were subjected to police bru
tality. The police were targetting 
minor offences as a psychological 
deterrence to bigger crimes. 

During "Operation Rodent", not 
less than 141 people were arrested 
and among them were .a host of 
Rhodes students. This prompted the 
university to lodge a formal com
plaint with the Grahamstown SAPS 
for the usage of the word "Rodent". 
Dr Motara, speaking to the EP 
Herald, indicated that the University 
was unsettled because "Rhodent" is 
an unofficial name for a Rhodes stu
dent. But the spokesperson of the 
Grahamstown SAPS said that 
"Operation Rodent" was simply a 
codename not an indication of 
police's attempt to "see how many 
students they can fit into a cell". 

Broken Window Syndrome, as 
Sergeant Coetzer, a media liason offi
cer for Grahamstown police, elabo
rates, includes ~inor offences such as 
urinating in public, public drinking 
and being drunk in public as well as 
driving_ under the influence of alcohol. 
She explained that the reason the 
police were focussing on these less 
serious crimes was based on psycho
logical research which shows that, 
once a minor offender is deterred, 
the chance of bigger crimes being 
committed is eradicated. 

66 People were arrested during 
"Orientation Vuka 4" and Sgt Coetzer 
could not say how many of these 
were Rhodents. She did, however 
explain that all those picked up in 
Beaufort Street, Hoogenoog area and 
New Street focal points were 
detained for 4 hours maximum and 
given RSO fines. 

She was vehement that the police 
did not just pick up people, but 
instead helped quite a number of 

· drunken students to their reses. It 
leaves much to be desired to think 
aboot the humber of times that 
.drunken Rhodents have walked 
home without being escorted or 
spending a night in jail. 

:No MIP, No 

1 
res policy 
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Rhodes University Admin is in a 
"Catch 22" situation: Admit 
returning students into res 
despite unpaid MIPs? Kick them 
out even if it was their bursars 
who faiied to make alternative 
arrangements when the cut-off 
date of 31 January became one of 
those unreachable mirages? 
ESAU MATHOPE and a team of 
ACTIVATE reporters open a can 
ofworrris ... 

I 

Whereas the 
I rest of the 

11 world was 
1111 busy recover
!1 ing from the 
1111 psychological 
1 effects of the 

I 
! 
! 
i 

"Y2K" bug, 
1 Rhodes 

Admissions 
I Office was 

faced with a 
I logistical 

nightmare. 
I Regardless of 

the fact that 
I the rest of the 
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country has 
experienced a 
decline in 
matric 
exemptions 
and university 
enrollment, 
the year 2000 brought quite the 
opposite scenario to Rhodes. The 
unprecedented increase of new stu
dents, plus the many more senior 
students remaining at Rhodes, result
ed in a combined total increase of 12 
% in the student population. The 
obvious question facing the Rhodes 
administration centers on catering in 
both residence and meal terms for 
this unbudgeted increase. 

Dr Motara, Dean of students, was 
clear in his view that the administra
tion took appropriate steps to 
inform students of the fact that they 
would forfeit their residence alloca
tion should they fail to fulfill their MIP 
obligations by the 31 January 2000. 
Most students claimed they received 
no warning about any problems with 
their MIP payments. The problem 
seems to be that the university made 
use of the postal service to commu
nicate such an urgent matter. Some 
Rhodes students living very far away 
simply didn't receive the letters in 
time. 

University registrar, Dr Fourie, said 
that a computer bug in Rhodes' 
Johannesburg office left a few people 
without rooms even though they had 
paid their MIPs on time. However, he 
pointed out that some students had 
made mistakes when making their 
payments. 

He suggested that some people 
failed to double- check the account 
number of the account they deposit
ed large amounts of money into, 
while others submitted the wrong 
student number. Some people who 
intended to pay with funds received 
from a scholarship or bursary, not 
having received the money by 31 
January, failed to make alternative 
arrangements with the university, and 
so lost their places in residence. 

.G'town drinkers an endangered species ? I 
Pic : Stuart Stanbury 1 

Dr Fourie is convinced that, had 
people contacted the university to 
say they could not pay, alternate 

I arrangements could have been made, 
~ side-stepping the current problem. 

Some students, however, refute this 
1 based on their experiences. While 

the authorities are trying to handle 
I the current situation a plan has been 

drawn up to expand the campus with 
I the construction of another residence 

I 
and dining hall to be completed by 
2001 . 
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According to Student Adviser, Mr 
. Rainier, many factors have con
tributed to this problem, such as 
there being fewer students moving 
into digs, the gamble that the univer
sity took in ensuring first year stu
dents a place in residence, as well as 
a new system of administration . 
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Dr Woods said , "The university's 
subsidy is calculated according to the 
numbers of first year intake two 
years ago" . This implies that the 2000 
surge would affect Rhodes subsidy 
only from 2002 . 

As with most things that irritate 
students but are nevertheless a core 
part of Rhodes culture, i.e . Dr 
Motara personally closing the Great 
Hall just when you start shaking your 
hips sideways to the beat of DJ 
Christos, not having "no fish" option 
in your hall's menu or the outdated 
inter-visiting hours rule in female res, 
it seems students would have to 
make the most of this new MIP sys
tem. 
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Research by 
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Rainier feels that the MIP payments 
for returning students need to be 
stringently enforced, since students 
are fully aware of the implications of 
their actions. 

Rainier stresses that the university 
takes this issue very seriously, and is 
doing everything in its power to 
resolve the situation . Everyone at the 
university is working very hard and 
co-operating to make this situation a 
better one. The university prides 
itself on good customer services and 
is fully aware of the frustration felt by 
the students. However, this can be 
seen in a positive light, since the 
surge suggests that the university is 
continuing to grow whereas other 
institutes around the country have 
been decreasing significantly. A factor 
mentioned by the VC, Dr Woods, 
when he referred to this cris[s as 
"exciting". Asked whether branding 
this crisis in such insensitive terms 
didn't encourage the indifferent treat
ment of the beleaguered students, he 
said, "No student was left to sleep in 
the streets". The biggest instigator in 
this whole miscalculation was the 
scrapping of the previous res deposit 
of R265-00. Dr Woods mentioned 
that forcing people to pay MIPs by 
the 31st of January was deliberately 
done as to avoid the "no show" fac
tor, i.e . students booking but not 
pitching to take up their allocated 
rooms. He also hinted that this new 
system is more likely to be a perma
nent system, although it would be 
evaluated. 

Dismissing rumours that there is a 
correlation between the excessive 
number of first year intakes and the 
threat made by National Minister of 
Education, Dr Kader Asmal, that for
mer :'elite" tertiary institutions should 
admit a certain percentage of new 
students (especially those from previ
ously disadvantaged areas) or risk 
losing a percentage of their subsidy, 
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How students are 
coping 

)ANA BARNARD 

"Being homeless is very exciting 
indeed," exclaimed two students 
ironically, in response to the VC's 
description of the residence situation . 
Bot h were told by Admin to share 
common rooms or to go to the 
Sanatorium. But the San was already 
full. The bench in the botanical gar
dens was even suggested , mockingly, 
by an official. 

The students say that if they were 
informed of the situation before they 
came to G'town, they could have 
arranged accommodation. A letter 
informing one student of the mistake 
with her debit order form only 
arrived at her home after she had 
returned . A simple phone call would 
have been s_ufficient. 

The general consensus seems to 
I be that if the Admission Section at 

1 · the Student Bureau had more man-
Ill power, this situation could have been 
J resolved earlier. An encounter with 

Mr. Sainsbury, Rhodes Dallas chip co
l ordinator, revealed that some stu~ 

dents could not be included in a par
I ticular res catering list as they were 

not classified as either oppidans or 
I residential students. 

One student, formerly living in the 
I De Beers common room, had been 

placed in an off-campus house and 
I allocated Allan Webb as his dining 

11 
hall. But on arrival to initialise his 

Ill chip, kitchen staff told him that he 

111 doesn't exist on their records. 
Ill By late Friday, 25 February, dis-
1 placed and restless students were 

still being sent from pillar to post by 
1 Admin in a desperate attempt to 

acquire alternative accommodation. 
J For many the search will be fruitless . 
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- Rhodes - St udents 
affiliated members of 
Union should not be alli~Sw·o>tf 

the Manager of the Sti~m.~nt 

Union, Mr Peter Bo'<hofift'_ 

Boshoff told Activate 
boozing free riders th:iksclrolltiliiieiifl 

their friends ' Dal 
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Know thy 
• I m1xer. 

It's about 7 in the morning and your clock radio is wreaking havoc 
on your hangover. Your parched throat and aching nerve endings cry 
out in one voice against the hyper-perky, loud, the world-is-a-won
derful place kinda sound that's filling the room, and you have to 
wander: " who is this chick on the radio and what kind of cheap 
drugs is she on?" This year, your Wednesday mornings might just 
feel much like the above, as breakfast DJ Jen Smit reclaims her place 
in the RMR line-up. 

Striding through life with the proud battle-cry: " What is normal -
it's a setting on a hairdryer!" and wearing pink whenever she can, 
Jen runs her mid-week wake-up like a bizarre cross between break
fast with Pollyan"na and the gummi bears. She claims the show does 
start slow sometimes, especially when she's feeling a little tender, 
but by 8 to 9 the sound has kicked into high-paced, up-beat dance 
gear. Describing her playlist as "pretty mainstream, with a lot of 
South African music thrown in." Jen continually forces her listeners 
to ask themselves the question " If you can't be weird - why be." 

The most ridiculous things she's ever done on and off air include 
accidentally leaving her mike on over a song while she insulted the 

. hell out of a caller who had just hung up, and faxing Mark Gillman 
for help when she was locked out of the studio by her competing 
breakfast DJ's. Jen describes her show-style as "Eternal optimism, 
life is good, joy to the world, tra Ia Ia." So tune in Wednesdays, 6-9 
am for your regular dose of low•.cal sunshine - if nothing else she'll 
get you out of bed faster. 

Splitting Reels 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Film : The Insider Reviewed by: Robert 1 

. Odendaal \t Rev ->0'-...:~ Starring: Russell Crowe, AI Pacino. 
Director: Michael Mann 
Rating: 8.5/ I 0 
Running Time: ISO min. 

Director Michael Mann (The Last of the Mohicans, Heat) has always treated us to some of the most 
visually intricate and stylishly pleasing cinema ever put on celluloid, and, with The Insider, he once again 
establishes his trademark flair to show that he is one of the most important filmmakers in the industry 
today. 

The Insider sees Jeffrey Wigand (Russell Crowe, in a superb Oscar-nominated performance) as an 
ordinary man who gets submerged into a whirlpool of extraordinary circumstances. What sets the 
snowball rolling is when he gets fired from his job at a tobacco company, and through a series of events 
meets up with Lowell Bergman (AI Pacino), producer of the news show 60 Minutes. This is the true 
story of their struggle to get Wigand's confessions aired, and to take on the third biggest tobacco compa-
ny in America. · · 

The acting is absolutely gripping, and the chemistry between Crowe and Pacino explosive. It is stylish ~ 
ly directed, builds up to a gripping climax, and with seven Oscar-nominations it should appeal to anyone 
who is serious about their films. See it now. 

Film :Anna and the King -Review:ed ~y:. 
Nigel lompm<nls 

Starring: Jodie Foster, Chow Yun Fat, Bai Ling 
Director: Andy Tennant 
Rating: 7/ I 0 

·Runtime: 14 7 minutes 

This retelling of the olcj "King and I" story this year is a sumptuous visual extravaganza, far superior to the 
weaker animated one that no one noticed only a few months ago. Director Andy Tennant (Ever After, 
Fools Rush In) does well to capture the splendour of colonial Asia and utilizes all the wonderful natural 
aspects of Siam's countryside. His two stars Foster and Yun Fat play well opposite each other and it's 
wonderful to see Yun Fat taking a change of pace, and genre from his usual mindless action attempts. 
Foster pulls off a near flawless Engli~h accent as Anna Leonowehs, the highly-strung schoolteacher sent 
to Siam to educate the sons and daughters,of the King, amidst the tension of a revolut[on. The film 
entertains throughout its near two and half hours although the ending is too much of what we've come 
to expect from Hollywood. All in all it's a sure crowd pleaser and is bound to perform well here, as it did 
abroad. 

Roxbury theatre Schedul~s 
The Insider & Anna and the King ~J.QW..showing 

All shows Rl3 ~cept 8pm- Rl4 
Shows at 3pm, 5:30pm, 8pm and I 0:30pm Daily 

1\ 

\ {he Flaming Lips 
Tbe Soft Bulletin 
W~rner 

It's ~\The Flaming Lips looked up from 
realised ~at there were a million stars abc)ve."¥tt 
recording ~s album. The result is astonishing, 
could call it a,concept album, one could call it a 
(frontman Waf ne Coyne must have good drugs). Finally 
'Buggin". The single 'Race For The Prize' rips, 'The Observer' 

'Feeling Yourself D iS'integrate' comes in, you will .call for it yourself. A:~:!'i~~~~~~;~:~;;;;;;;~ 
Weird-shit lyric: "I .. > ~oticed that I had been bleeding, for how long 
Rating: I 0/ I 0. ' 

Famous Curtain Trick 
Land Of No Cadillacs 

1• Universal 

I 
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Can South Africans make low -key country music ~a·pl!ll it off to be 'authentic'? The jury 
mighh till be out on FCT, but this album - albeit not staggertng..~y really innovative direc
tion - i'e;wes little doubt as to their ace musicianship, Easy listeningOpen.r~usic for sure, 
but as on t heir: debut, they sing about a familiar landscape ('Aiiwal Street' is stunriihg)-and-.the......___ 
album t it le mak'es. for fine irony, because if FCT will ever make it, it might very well be in the land of lots 
of Cadillacs. The produ~tion's smooth , the t unes foot-tappingly familiar and Nadine Raal's singing seduc
t ive enough to melt ice cream in Reykavik. 
Cross-Atlantic lyric: "We cion'.t. need David Koresh or Gert van Rooyen." Damn straight. 
Rating: 6/ I 0. 

Count ing Crows 
This Desert Life 
Universai/Geffen 

A w elcome return to form from the crappy dreadlocked and supposedly sensitive bloke 
Adam Duritz (how did he manage to get to knob a minx like Courtney Cox anyway?) and 
friends. It's less noisy than Recovering The Satellites and Duritz keeps the wailing to a mini
mum, which is always a good thing. 'Colorblind' is truly beautiful - simple in the way that clouds are (the) 
bring rain, you know). Figure it out. They're the general public's apparently sensitive introspective band, 
but basically, they just want you to buy their record. You could buy worse shit (read: Blink 182), but 
there's nothing new here. They should fuck around more, like on the hidden track; which has. the dis
tinctive air of marijuana consumption about it. 
Bollocks 'sensitive' lyric: "There's a girl in a basement coming out of her shell." And then Adam 
boned her. 

I 
I Rating 6/ I 0. 



Mission: 

Ever felt that Grahamstown needed a touch of class? Look no further than the Cockhouse . 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I Despite the rather, uh , interesting name, th is guesthOU$e and restaurant offers an atmosphere of old- . 

style colonial charm without any pretence of bei n~ too good for students - even if the extremely~goodL for-this-type-of-place price range precludes eating1there regularly on a student budget. On the contrary, 
""'thezg~_eting was unusually welcoming and friendly1 On arriving, patrons are invited to the enchanting bar 

1····-- ... or_ l~~~a~artake in a pre-dinner drink w~le their orders are prepared . Later, they are invited 
into rhe"dini!J~!?orrr:~o~:!l~~e _the ir dinner is immedif-tel~ brought to them. The food itself is almost . 
beyond descnption •. f. stuhnJ~ menu of out of th~ ordmary dishes, which are beautifully prepared With 
care and attention , to e ach_ ani:l''e:x;ry detail (even fO the extend of rolled butter-balls and fresh , healthy 
looking vegetables - a strange -~~pef'i ce for anyore who eats res food), so there is no chance of be ing 
disappointed by the food . This is"eqh by the p ecor. From the table settings (which include silver sil
verware) to the building itself, therel s:iiJm t,_nottyng to det ract from the experience. The only real neg
at ive about the Cockhouse is the attitude· of tTi"e ~iters . This is not a huge problem though , as the rest 
of the service is fantastic . '-., 

I 
I 
I 
I 

' ., I 
ents without access to a vehicle, this pl~e little inaccessible, but it is definitely worth try-

a to get there. Perhaps the entire EtX~rie ~e can be best described by saying that the 
standards that most people h;<J for gotfe existed . 

l '\ 
· o out to a real dinner, the old f~hio ed , classy way. 
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Albany 

Squash: Super & Goffer P.E. 18h00 

/ 
Tennis: Nite Lea~ue - vs SF Home 

Sat 
4 Mar vs Port AlfredPort Alfred· 09h45 

Sid bury Great 09h45 
. RUW I vs RR College P.E; Astro 16hl5 
RU Rats vs Pirates P.E. Astro IJhiS 

Rugby: RU I vs Stutt (Knockout) Prospect 
Netbaii:Tech/Bo Jangles Tournament Tech 08h30 
Basketball: Rookies Tournament/ / Alec Mullins All Day 
Tennis: RUM vs Despatch Despatch 12h00 
Rifle: Risley Grahamstown 

Sun Cricket: RU Rats vs Sevenfontains SF 09h45 
S Mar RU Rodents vs Salem · Salem o·9h4S 

Hockey: RUMl vs Technikon Home IOhOO 
_ RU Thi~tles vs Alpha M-L Home llhJO 

Mon Squash: Supt~r & Goofer League P.E. 18h00 
6 Mar --- -·· 

Tue . Tennis: Nite League - RU vs Blaaukrantz Blaaukrantz 18hl5 
7 Mar Squash: Super & Goffer League P.E. 18h00 

RUJ vs DCL2 Home 17hl5 

Wed Netball: EP ul9 Tech/UPE 18h00 

SA Union of Jewish Students 
First Friday Night Dinner (JMarch) at 7:30pm Hillel House, 36 Somerset street (opp art 
dept). The dinner is preceded by a service at the synagogue, Hill street (opp Libary). 

Debating 
Pro-Am. Ecos A, B; C. 4 March. I 0 am 

Beer Debate . Venue t o be an nounced. I 0 March. Bpm 

ESL.,/ First Yea r Competition. Ecos A, B, C. 25 March. I Oam 

British Humour Society 
Movie Screening 7pm 
GL T - Monty Python, "The Holy Grail" 

6othSoc Party 
Oppie De n, The Union - 3 March 
Doors open at Bpm. 

8 Mar Squash: Super & Goffer Legue 
RU4 vs SFJ 

Thurs Tennis: Nite League - RU vs GC 
9 Mar Squash: RU I vs Kenton I 

RU2 vs SAC I 

Fri Athletics: EP Junior Champs 
10 Mar 

Sat Cricket: RU I vs Bohemians 
II Mar RU Rodents vs Addo 

', RU Rats vs Sout hwell 

P.E. 
Away 

Home 
Away 
Home 

UPE 

Great 

Southwell 
Hockey: PRE-SEASON PLAY-OFFS 
Athletics: EP Junior Champs UPE 
Tennis: RUM vs PE Club Home 
Rugby: Buffs (Knockout) Basil Kenyon 

Sun Cricket: RU I vs Old Selbornians Old Boys 
12 Mar RU Rodents vs Cuylerville Cuylerville 

Ru Rats vs Port Alfred 
Hockey: EP U/2 1 Tria ls P.E. Astro 
Tennis: RU lvs UPE Old Boys Home 

Mon Squash: EP Handicap Tournament P.E. 
13 Mar 

Tues Tennis: Nite League - RU vs Salem Home 
14 Mar Squash: EP Handicap Tournament P.E. 

RUJ vs SF2 Away 

Wed Squash: EP Handicap Tournament P.E. 
IS Mar RU4 vs OGJ Home 

RUS vs Salem Away 

18h00 
17hl5 

18h l5 
17hl5 
17hl5 

llhOO 
09h45 
09h45 

12h00 

IOhJO 
09h45 
09h45 

18h00 

18hl5 
18h00 
17hl5 

18h00 
17hl5 
17hl5 
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Sex & the~ .... ,· __ .. ·,·,:::rf$ .. , .. ,. _:,,,,,,,,,;:.,,,.,... • 
CI~'CJ atnf 

Jason Van Niekerk, Amanda Whitehouse, Megan Anderson, ....... ,.,,,_,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .. 
Jonathan Scheckter, Michelle Krasser, Joelene Sylvester. · 

You have to wonder about this place sometimes. From the darker 
bar corners it is entirely possible to see Rhodes students gathered in 
sacrificial offering to the gods of sex, drugs and rock and roll. From 
the residence hallways on the first day of 0-week, watching as 
house-com members dutifully hide the condoms in the SRC wel
come packs from paranoid parents, it can seem like a case study in 
the failure of sexual enlightenment. Stroll the lecture hallways and 

you'll notice somewhere in your peripheral vision, religious~·~-~~~:~-~-·:irr~~@~~~~~~~~;r.~!~~:~:~~:~!~~~'.'::J'!~~~:s~·~ afer 
tion posters retaining the shades of an older school moral _e . seems that many homosexual students find it easier 
ment. ACTIVATE decided it was time to take this sexual orientation secret. 
pulse, focussing on the attitudes of our latest arrivals. A residence 
community wide survey conducted by ACTIAVTE threw up the fol
lowing results ... 

While the old Rhodes University sexual predators are hunting 
down virginal first years some male first years are already claiming 
to have had their share of the pie. "Don't ask me, ask the seven 
women I have had since I have been here," said a 19 year-old 
Kimberly hall first year when asked if he is sexually active. 

50 % of the students who completed the survey are not sexually 
active while the other 50% have done the deed. Males were the 
majority of the sexually active students. The survey also revealed 
that strong religious backgrounds inspired people to stay away from 
sexual practises. Some claimed sex was "God's great pleasure and 
should not be done outside of holy matrimony". Even the not-so 
religious agree that sex should be done with the "right person" - an 
old catch phrase with new meaning in our emotionally charged-up, 
ethically undecided era. 

Questions of the right partner and ethical haggling re-appear with 

Another point of controversy was the attitude towards contra
ception. Almost all students agreed that condoms should be freely 
available in residences. Another first year and a die-hard when it 
comes to morals, said the availability of condoms and contraception 
makes sex more casual and promotes its practise. This prompts the 
old response: saying condoms encourage people to have sex is like 
saying seatbelts encourage people to drive cars. 

The fact is, Rhodes students generally seem aware contraceptives 
exist, but some simply aren't using them. "Last year I 128 contracep
tives were given out to students by the university's Sanatorium (San) 
most of which are pills and injections," said the San's Sister Buchner. 
"Unwanted pregnancies are a problem on campus and I don't under
stand why when contraception is freely available," said Buchner. 

The darker side of orgasm trading is also featured distinctly in 
Rhodes sexual consciousness. The students at Rhodes are well 
informed about HIV .The average number of HIV tests performed at 
the Sanatorium is 3 to 4 per week. 

a vengeance in perhaps the most contentious issue in the survey - The scene painted by this survey is not unfamiliar. The fact that 
attitudes towards homosexuality. did not wish to respond testifies to the fact that sex isn't near-

There was a definitive split between an air of tolerance and a subject as it seems sometimes. The predators will 
understanding and hard-line moral objes~\!I~W§~!~m~!~~ .,r.~ng on their barstools a while yet. The older school ethics addicts 

from "We live in a democratic s~~~~~~~~~~'~IJjkfiffl~:~~~~:~~;{; ''f{j.i~ be keeping their hand and other appendages very much to 
with whatever they want," to "I themselves for a while to come. The homosexuals still have a lot of 
mental disorder. It is far Godly and is despi- educating to do. Folks want to get funky n' naked responsibly. These 
cable. and fasting along side with prayer are are hardly shocking discoveries. The disturbing element is the uncer

on campus are comfortable with homosexuality. 
tfl:ilo:::h;i'iffii·nnhnhi.- respondents are vociferous in their view that it 

is ". (The majority of homophobes appear to be of strong 
religious backgrounds). Oddly enough, when various church groups 
were asked to comment, an attitude of tolerance prevailed. Caryn 
Vengadejellum, Secretary of His People, commented on behalf of 
her society: " As a church we believe in the word of thus 
do not condone homosexuality. But we do not di~iq;ittlina1te 

people who have~ \s~u~1;c~h~l~i;f.jes~ty~leiijs~. ;~~~~A~:;~~~;;~~~ 
marriage and it is_. 

tainty that seem~ to abound. Somewhere out there, between the 
virgins and the whores, the gigolos and the moralists, many find 
themselves bogged down in the middle ground, uncertain as to 

{~~~;~;~~~;~:~~rr~o~~m~~t~h;e:re:·l~it~ 
·' play sage on an issue so avowedly 
personal, save to ask all those · and struggling with the 
dilemmas sexual activity presents to .. any choice they 
make is their own and their own alone. We all luck. 

being: wine and ensuing 
frequently in second year. 

techniques during the most 
crunch-time came ... three remains~i~~~~~i~~~)~~~tj~~=~~~~~~~~~~~;~~:.~~;~~~~~WGll~~~!i~ 

·exams and the expiry date on the tiny dusty foil 
packets at the back of my medicine cupboard - I stopped getting 
drunk, I buckled down, I stopped trying to get laid. Through necessi
ty (I needed notes) I was thrust into intimate social situations with 
members of the opposite sex. Negotiating the use of someone else's 
notes is all about making yourself seem just a little needy. This is 
something that happens to come naturally to me and to my surprise, 
it's something note-taking ladies find more than a little appealing. It 
makes sense .. . we all like to feel important and we all like to believe 
that we have the power to make or break whining snivelling gits. 
One lady in particular was so enthralled with the power she sudden
ly found she had, that she decided to tighten her grip on my life by 
actually, wait for it ... HAVING SEX WITH ME .. . and I didn't even 
need to beg. It was all quite nice .. . overrated, heartbreaking when it 
ended .. . but nice. I still own two redundant condoms and mastur
bate frequently. 

that the biggest enemies of my sex life were the misconceptions that 
surrounded my understanding of precisely what it is that makes me 
attractive to the opposite sex. In order to demonstrate this I will 
compile a short montage of my very own spading techniques during 
my undergraduate years, and their approximate effect. 

I st year - see if you identify a trend common to this year's intake 
of fine young people. 

Pseudo: I'm sho drunk. I've just downed stwenty-sheven beers. If I 
have another beer, shwear I'll chunder all over your sshhirt. 

Victim: Piss off! 
Pseudo: jeez! lt'sh not like I chundered on your ssshirt. (head 

cocks to the side and a dribble of drool pools in a fold of his check
ered collar) 7777zn7777zzz 

Victim: I hate these dicks! 
Pseudo: ZZZZzzzZZZZzzz 



Students 
forced to pay 

Over 700 students of the 
University of Durban
Westville (UDW) have been 
told by the university's 
administration to pay out
standing fees or face expul
sion from the campus. 

Outstanding fees at UDW 
are believed to amount to 
about R 1-million. Last week 
the university's Student 
Representative Council 
(SRC) asked the university's 
management committee for 
a "blanket moratorium" on 
de-registration, essentially 

meaning that st udents 
should not be expelled. 

UDW's acting Vice 
Chancellor, however, said on 
Friday that the University 
has been very lenient and 
accommodating to students 
over the past year and that 
students had not kept up 
their part of the bargain. 
According to UDW 
Administration's latest deci
sion 745 students will be 
asked to leave the university 
if they have not paid up by 
July 22, 2000. 

BRIEFS 
Natal Tech in Crisis 
Sourc~: GAL 

Thousands of students from 

UCT rag raises R I 000 000 
by GAL correspondent 
Jerome September 

KwaZulu-Natal technikons The University of Cape 
have not returned this year Town's rag committee in 
to complete their studies. 1999 raised more than Rl mil-
This has left the technikons' lion for charity. 
budgets in crisis and the The money is to go to the 
administrat ion offices· desper- students' charity SHAWCO 
ately seeking answers. which leads many education-
Technikon officials said on al, health and social uplift-
Thursday that thousands of ment projects in Cape Town. 

___.----...... students who did not have The UCT rag committee 
any outstanding debts and raised the money through 
had passed the previo~s ____ various functions including 
year s courses had not orientation week parties, a 
returned to campus. At least corporate golf day and a day 
five technikons each had at the races. 
enrolment figures between 
700 and I 000 students less 
than expected. 

Doop at 
'Bosch 

Have SteUenbosth 
in itiation rituals 
HnaUy gone too 
far? 
Is the matie .. s 
sense of identity 
completely beaten 
out of shape .? 

Source: Die Matie 

Doop, or initiation, has taken place at the University of 
Stellenbosch for most of the last century despite being forbid-
den and investigated since 1921 . . 

The Human Rights Commission refers to initiation as prac
tices which "involve the physical or psychological degradation 
of new students by more senior students [that] ... violate many 
provisions ... in the Bill of .Rights". 

At the University of Stellenbosch doop has involved ritualised 
initiation practices often characterised by physical and psycho
logical violence and intimidation. These can violate a student's 
rights to human dignity, privacy, freedom of rel igion , belief and 
opinion, of expression and of association. 

Because of the emphasis on "residence culture" and "loyalty", 
at the expense of all else, doop can give first years a wrong 
sense of what university life is about and works to create a· pas
sive student body. 

The National Commission on Higher Education reminds us 
that "society depends on higher education for ... enlightened, 
responsible and critically constructive citizens that can fulfill 
leadership roles" - something that a university with a passive 
student body cannot provide. 

student" - white, Afrikaans and Christian - are often marginal
ized and even Die Matie suffered for exposing and protesting 
against doop. In 1993, copies of the Die Matie were burned 
and journalists assaulted . 

Doop has no place in the institutional or residence culture of 
a forward-looking university. As one student put it , "I'm not 
here to be turned into a quasi-adult-semi-literate-senseless-by
product-of-the-system. I don't' have time to waste". 
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skull wearing Russian (from Founders) doesn 't want it to be you. Brush up on your cutlery wielding 
skills. 

Cancer ( 23 June - 23 July) 
This week you will meet the woman of your dreams. It gets worse, the kak thing is that her family 
hates your guts. An incompetent, yet religious pharmacist will really destroy the mood by killing you 
both in an attempt to get you together (isn't love grand!). O n the up side, a director will try to get you 
to audition for a film about a sinking ship. 

Leo ( 24 July - 23 August) 

Bong-bong the omniscient, an old drinking buddy of Destiny's, has jiggled with the circuits 
on the 'crystal ball for ages and the damn thing still won't illuminate anyone's immediate 
future. The clouds have buggered the stars as an option, so he had to rent a whole lot of 
videos instead. 

Your father, the king, will be trampled to death by a heard of storming Wildebeest. Exile is not so bad, 
you'll meet a ferret and his flatulent warthog side-kick. You're in the Eastern Cape, so luckily a brush 
fire ':'ill restore you to your rightful place on top of the Rock with your baboon of an adviser. 

Virgo ( 24 August - 23 September) , 

Aquarius ( 21 Jan- 19 Feb) 
You'll finally meet the person who has been getting you into trouble with members of the opposite sex, 
the same sex, close friends and complete strangers, stealing your mone}' and hitting you in the liver 
when you have not been looking, throughout 0 -Week. It is going to be a nasty surprise when you find 
out who it is. 

Pisces ( 20 Feb - 20 March) 
I hope you like large lizards. This week you will find yourself on a large tropical island with a small 
white bearded man, (no he's not wearing red, he breeds large reptiles - with icky breath - ... dammit). 
Some advice, if you can, organize a giant comet. It's a better lizard repellent than tabard. 

Aries ( 21 March - 20 April) 
You will be abducted by a man named Morph who hails from another dimension .' You will learn that 
the world is actually run by machines (turn off your TV now) and that life as we know it is actually just 
part of an elaborate cloning program. You will become well versed in Kung-Fu and bullet dodging. 
Good luck (bet you wish you were Capricorn) 

Taurus ( 21 April - 21 May) 
Around the time of the full moon , you will begin to crave doggy biscuits. You will even 'sit', 'roll over' 
and 'beg' in an attempt to acquire these canine treats. It has nothing to do with the wolf that bit you 
on your way home last week, but I would suggest shaving your legs and back before going to the pool 
tomorrow. 

Gemini ( 22 May- 22 June) 
Congratulations, the Haggis you ate last week has made you immortal (res-food can not harm you, nei
ther can dinosaurs) . There is stiff competition for the post. Apparently there can be only one, and a 

A small alien will pester you the whole week for small change to phone home. Humor him, he'll make 
your bike fly. 

Libra ( 24 September - 23 October) 
This week you will attend four weddings and a funeral . "FUCK, FUCK, FUCK, FUCKIDY, FUCK!" 

Scor pio ( 24 October - 23 November) 
Asthmatic men in black helmets are to be avoided with as much force as you can possibly muster. 
They have a particular predilection for universal hegemony, and glowing sticks with which to hurt you. 
Questions will arise as to your paternity. Find the nearest swamp, and ask for Yoga (I don't know 
either "just do it you will"). 

Sagittarius ( 23 November -21 December) 
You are going to be left at home by your parents over the next vac. Do not hate them, for they are 
only pawns acting out a script. Invest in a BB gun, strong after shave and any other corny things you 
can think of that will be useful in a DIY home defence book. 

Capricorn ( 22 December - 20 January) 
You will be called upon to destroy a large comet some Pisces freaks prayed for to save themselves 
from a reptilian problem on a tropical island. Hope you are studying nuclear physics, this should 
remind you to stay off the nuclear warhead. 

Kermitus- The frog (most of the year) 
Your digs-mate is going to come out (of the bath room that is). Do not fear, as those 'wobbly bits' are 
nothing more than his soap-on-a-rope. If he does anything to offend you, just smile and leave more 
black hairs on the soap next time he baths. 



RHODES ROWING OFF 
TO A GOOD START 
By Richard Green 

Last weekend, the Rhodes rowing club kicked off their season 
representing the varsity at the Buffalo Regatta, in East London. The 
weekend was, quite literally, filled with blood, sweat and tears. 

The early start to training this year put us in good stead for the 
weekend's competition - as the results well show! The trip started 
out with the men's senior A eight visiting the Porterhouse steak 

final, racing against three other club crews with no less than 3 or 4 
Olympic oarsmen rowing in each boat - Rhodes was the only uni
versity crew competing in the final. The race was gruelling but 
impressive, Rhodes 'coming fourth by only a few seconds. Crews 
that won their races that day were the men's A double and the 

men's B four. 

ranch and ordering the all-you-can -eat ::p.a;•r;e{ •r•i ibilili.~!(!j~~i~JIIIIIIIIIII Saturday came to an end with the annual ~pecial for R20 - a bargain? Not quite. )fit\,),,,,~ ~•~.~~ i.':/,, celebration, attended by all the 
This decision turned out to be rowers at the regatta. This 
the wrong one: within the event was held in a 
next 24 hours, all nine night club in East 
A crew boatmen London. I shall 
would suffer the withhold its 
wrath of eating name for 
approximately fear of 
four racks of being 
ribs each, and tracked 
have to down. 
endure the The 
agony of party 
runny tummies was a real 
and stomach hit -
cramps. However, Rhodes, of 
this was not going course, showed 
to stop the courageous everybody up in 
warners from continuing. the art of having a 
Not one race was forfeited , good time. The night 
and Rhodes was successful in qualify- would have been quite pleasant, 
mg in the heats, winning many of the initial if one over-enthusiastic bouncer had not 
races. decided, for no plausible reason , to head-butt the men's 

The final day of the regatta arrived and everybody was anticipat- A eight cox. We can only hope that the coxswain meets that par-
ing the upcoming fin als . The women's rowing contingent were on t icular bouncer in a dark alley some day, backed up by the men's 
top form , with the women's A eight making the final. The men's B rowing team, Rhodes first IS, and the karate club. 
eight won their qualifying race and came third in the final , but the All in all, the weekend was a good one for racing and the rowing 
unsung heroes of the weekend were the men's B double. This team was more than happy with i.s results. The next few months 

I crew won their final with a novice rower, Nick Schnell, who had of the season can only hold good things in store. 
~ only been rowing for three weeks. The men's A eight had a tough 
L,~ ' Pic: Chris Allan 

SPORTS RESULTS, 5-21 FEBRUARY 

CRICKET: 

5/2/ RUM I VS HAMS TECH 
RHODES 226-4 [50 OVERS] 
HAMS TECH 91 ALL OUT [32.4 OVERS] 
RHODES WON BY 135 RUNS . 

6/2/ RUM I VS UNITED 
UNITED 223 FOR 9 [50 OVERS] 
RHODES 141 ALL OUT 
RHODES LOST BY 82 RUNS 

12/2/ RUM I VS KING WILLIAMS TOWN 
RHODES 240-5 [50 OVERS] 
KING WILLIAMS TOWN 166-7 [43 OVERS] 
RHODES WON BY BETTER RUN RATE 

19/2/RUM I VS CAMBRIDGE 
RHODES 151 ALL OUT [47 OVERS} 
CAMBRIDGE 152 FOR 8 [48 OVERS] 
RHODES LOST BY 2 WICKETS 

20/2/RUM I VS BUFFALOES 
RHODES 276 FOR 5 [50 OVERS] 

BUFFALOES 128 ALL OUT 
RHODES WON BY 148 RUNS 

ROWING: 

5/2/ VAAL RIVEIRA REGATTA 
RHODES MEN COXLESS 4 

G r o c ott'& Pri n t 046-622 7 222 

SEMI-FINAL 

RHODES MEN COXED 4 SEMI-FINAL 
RHODES MEN B-DOUBLES I ST 
ATHOL HUNDERMARK DIAMOND SKULLS I ST 

19/2/BUFFALO REGATTA: 
RHODES MEN A8 
RHODES MEN B8 
RHODES MEN A COXED 4 
RHODES MEN B COXED 4 
RHODES MEN A PAIR 3RD 
RHODES MEN B PAIR 4TH 
RHODES MEN A DOUBLES 
RHODES MEN B DOUBLES 
RHODES MEN B SKULLS 
RHODES MEN B SKULLS 
RHODES LADIES A8 
RHODES LADIES B8 
RHODES LADIES COXLESS 4 
RHODES LADIES B DOUBLES 

ATHLETICS: 

5/2/ POWERADE LEAGUE MEETING 

4TH 
3RD 
2ND 
1ST 

1ST 
1ST 
1ST 
2ND 
3RD 
3RD 
3RD 
3RD 

K.NARSHAI I OOm I 0.8sec I ST 
12!2! E.P. SENIORS MEETING 

J.KIDZA-SEWANYANA TRIPLE JUMP 
13,72m 3RD 

HOCKEY: 

19/2/ RUWI VS P.E. TECHNIKON LOST 
19/2/ RURATS VS RUSSEL ROAD COLLEGE 

5-4 ' 
20/2/ RUM I VS PIRATES WON 7-0 
20/2/ RUTHISTLES VS HUME PARK LOST 

TENNIS: 

12/2/RUMI VS UPE WON 

0-5 
WON 

3-4 

10-4 

- ®. 
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Rhodes Thrash 
Buffaloes 
Activate Reporter 

A superb I 32 not out by Bryn 
Thomas, and a brilliant 5 wicket 
haul by Justin Kreusch, saw the 
Rhodes University I st XI coast 
to victory in East London, on 
Sunday 20th February. The 148 
run win was over the Buffaloes 
in their Border premier league 
match. 

Batting first, Rhodes got off to 
an excellent start, eventually 
setting a total of 276 for 5 off 
48 overs for their opponents to 
chase. The game gave Thomas, 
batting throughout the innings, 
his first century in club cricket, 

In reply, Buffaloes were all 

out for 128 after 36.1 overs. 
Kreush's seam bowling tore the 
heart out of the Buffaloes bat
ting line-up - an impressive 5/33 
off 9. I overs. Kreusch was ably 
assisted by Scott Jackson and 
John Ralph, who claimed two 
wickets apiece. So early in the 
year, this excellent performance 
by the Rhodes first XI seems to 
bode well for the rest of the 
season. With consistent form 
from class acts such as Wayne 
Wiblin in the side, this could be 
the start of yet another good 
year of cricket for Rhodes 
University. 
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